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Monster warlord equipment guide

Using Skill Points at Every Time You Level Up, you Gain 3 Skill Points, you want to make this skill points for endurance and energy only, the most effective way to distribute this skill points is to put them on energy and stamina, so that both of you can atleast 100 energy and stamina, now there are 2 Ways to Choose, Power Leveling or Distribute All Skill Point Energy on other levels, and No Quest Everyday
Purchase Skill Points are also a great way to help you getting a lot of skill points with power leveling benefits: ●Stronger Eggs ●More Skill Points ●Higher Level S-●Dungeon Getting A lot of Jewels Cons: Less/Weaker Monster ●Facing Higher Level Players Arena Arena: ●Getting A lot of Monster and Runes From Quest ●Getting Item Much Faster ●Killing Quest Boss More Cons ● ●Really Slow Leveling Up
If On Lower Level [Less Than 51] It is not recommended to combine the way you need a lot of gold to combine, And if you can't make you lost a lot of Attack or Defense, there's also a combine event sometimes that commutes the percentage of success it combines, so it's recomendded to wait to see before combining Page 2 this blog has been discontinued because all the new Monster Update is Sucks.
Goodbye Email ThisBlogThis! Share your TwitterShare with FacebookShare on Pinterest Comments Share You can get these items by completing each quest to rank 3 item locations. Image name effect site special six chance to discover the monster increases by 2% Grassland Magic Rope Stamina charging time reduced by 5 seconds east coast Magic Wallet Energy charging time decreases to 10
seconds western Rockface Magic Whip income per hour increases by 3% Southern Wetlands Magic Shoes Chance, to successfully capture a monster increases the 2% Twilight Valley Necklace Magic Monster maintenance cost decreases by 4% Flame Valley Magic Ring Stamina charging time reduced by 10 seconds Stormy Hill Ancient Sword Energy charging time decreases 15 seconds Underground
Cave Ancient Shield income per hour increases 5% Ice Valley Ancient Armor Chance to combine monsters increases by 3% Ancient Rellic Ancient Jewel Monsters in battle increases by 50 Soul Cave Ancient Helmet Attack and Defense increase by 1% Infinite Dungeon Hero Sword Attack and Defense increase by 2% Underwater Cave Hero Shield Monsters in battle increases by 100 Northern Ice Wall
Hero Attack and Defense increase by 1% Northern Ice Wall Hero Attack and Defense increase by 1% Infinite Dungeon Hero Sword Attack and Defense increase by 2% Underwater Cave Hero Shield Monsters in battle increases by 100 Northern Ice Wall Hero Attack and Defense increase by 1% Infinite Dungeon Hero Sword Attack and Defense increase by 2% Underwater Cave Hero Shield Monsters in
battle increases by 100 Northern Ice Wall Hero Attack and Defense increase by 1% Infinite Dungeon Hero Sword Attack and Defense increase by 2% Underwater Cave Hero Shield Monsters in battle increases by 50 Soul Wall Hero Attack Defense increase by 1% Infinite Dungeon Hero Attack and Defense increase by 2% Underwater Cave Hero Shield Monsters in battle increases by 100 Northern Ice
Wall Hero Attack and Defense increase by 1% Infinite Dungeon Hero Attack and Defense increase by 2% Underwater Cave Hero Shield by 3% dimensional limit Hero Helmet Monsters in battle increases to 150 the depth of Lucky Dice Roulette spin +1 The Core Golden Cube Monster Combine cost has been reduced by 5% sky realm 70px Taiga's Sword AT, DF increase: 4% Taiga's Castle 70p x cracked
armor at, DF increase: 5% Earth Crack 70px Time and space Cutting Sword AT, DF increase: 6% A-Space elements in different games image name effect How to get Fantasy Treasure Chance combine monsters to grow 1% This item was able to Procure the game called Fantasy Warlord. Before stopping treatment, You must have an account level 15 (both games). Then just enter the Alliance code
monster warlord on the Fantasy Warlord page that opens when you click on the banner News-&gt;Battle-&gt;Time treasure. However, due to fantasy warlord closure, this item can no longer be obtained via Fantasy Warlord, but has recently been added as a reward for Tap Warlord. If this item is for Fantasy Warlord and Tap Warlord, it's 2. Pages with broken file links to Monster Warlord community content
are available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Website | Facebook | Reddit | Google | iOS Note: Use the buttons in the lower-right corner of the screen to jump to Review or Guides. Monster Warlord did it before he was cool! This is the short version. It was an oldie rocking low-tech cell phones in 2012-13 and later, pioneering the JRPG, gacha, monster collector, and many other genres that are
very popular today, about eight or so like writing. This game was all back when many developers of popular mobile games today did not even exist and mobile phone time, a decade like ... ancient history man. Deservedly, this game is still alive and virtually anyone who played mobile games between 2012 and 2015 installed it at some point. Later, the popularity has grown a bit due to the oversaturation of
the market, but quality always finds a way to the top, and that's why we take a look at it now, as well as some tutorials and FAQs answered the second part of the site. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Development Monster Warlord was developed and published by Gamevil Inc... Monster Warlord was developed and published by Gamevil Inc., a well-known company based in the Republic of Korea and California. Their names
are pronounced game ville, although I'm sure they were meant for the evil pun. They were founded in 2000 and are focusing on mobile games ever since, but perhaps even better is its subsidiary - Com2uS, which is its main competitor back in the day before the acquisition. Now, the two companies are not equal in the mobile market, and over the past decade or so have put behind such titles as Zenonia
series, Dragon Blaze, Elune, Cartoon Wars series, Heir to Light, Criticism: The White Knights, and much more. MW is probably one of the most praised and prized works, with over 10 million downloads and installs on Google Play alone, where the game has a very good score of 4.2 stars out of more than 430 thousand votes. In the iTunes App Store, its score is a similar 4.1 star rating out of hundreds of
reviews, and after all these years, that means this title is battle-hardened and proven to be good. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Atmosphere While the latest mobile games use superior-tech to provide better visuals, sounds, mechanics, animations, and stunts to improve the atmosphere, back in the day games had to achieve this tech limited at the time... While the latest mobile games use excellent techniques to mechanics,
animations, and stunts to improve the atmosphere, back in the day games had to achieve this tech limited at the time. And, in the early 2010s, you would agree, still not the best time for mobile games. This is why this game reaches the atmosphere of game mechanics and old school visuals. The story of where the world of fantasy besieged the evil forces and the good guys muster to fight them is so often
seen now, but when this game came out, it was one of the few to go in that direction. So, the story is pretty straight forward, you can collect monsters and use them to battle for good in a world called The World of Monster Warlord. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ GAMEplay Right off the bat, the age of the game will be obvious, as it is meant to be played in portrait mode ... Right off the bat, the age of the game will be
obvious, as it's meant to be played in portrait mode rather than the landscape that surely suits this JRPG genre more. All other hallmarks of the genre today are present and accounted for here, groundbreaking at the time. This includes monster rarity mechanic, in-game mode, energy that is consumed in battles, training opportunities, evolution, events, stores, and more. Okay, a lot of these game mechanics
existed before, but I didn't claim gamevil invented them, but I preferred to have a great contribution to promoting them. Well, what players today may find lacking in Monster Warlord is that battles are automatic. All you do is to set up monsters and once you start the battle the top monster will automatically battle. And no, that doesn't mean it's an idle game or automatic chess, these genres haven't come
back in 2012. I mean, literally, you don't see the battle. All you have to do is tap Attack, and then read the results. It can throw people out today, but as you said, back in the day was a bomb! Up to 6 monsters can take part in the battle and gain experience and other goodies. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Graphics Monster Warlord is an outdated game for sure, but it kind of helps with the old school vibe... Monster Warlord
is an outdated game for sure, but it kind of helps with the old school vibe. People who are nostalgic will be looking for that sort of thing. But the audience today wants flashy animations, detailed characters, visual splendor, and more. So, this game will feel like you are even older than you are. However, the Monster models are pretty cool in time and served as the basis for many games that came later. ★ ★
★ ★ ★ Tech Compatibility Virtually all mobile devices, apart from a pocket calculator, you can run ... Since such a minimalist visual game does not have merit. Virtually any mobile devices, apart from a pocket calculator, can be run. Also, the game is updated regularly, so some improvements to visuals and game mechanics have been made and the content has been added. This game weighs about 1GB or
more, about 5-10 min to upgrade when you install it depending on the connection. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Free-to-play Friendly Being an oldie like Monster Warlord also means that mobile game monetization is still in development... Being an oldie like Monster Warlord also means that mobile game monetization is still in development, so it is very limited in game. Some microtransactions have been added over time,
but the game is free-to-play and offers the same experience for those who pay and don't pay. Today, it offers in-game too-ups and other purchases that range from $0.99 to $99.99. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Verdict This title belongs to the early successful trials of smartphone video games and therefore seeks its place in mobile game history. For this reason, it is worth playing today, because it still packs a punch ...
Monster Warlord is almost a generation X type thing. When smartphone technology was on the rise and video games became more complicated, people wanted to play something more like Snake, although it was still the s#%t! So, the new genres sprung up from the left and right and early visionary studios began to put them together into a fun and engaging concept that would be worth playing on your
mobile device. This title belongs to the early successful trials and therefore seeks its place in mobile game history. For this reason, it is worth playing today, because it still packs a punch. Artists: Tan 86 kyungleem kwon Monster Warlord guides and tips on How to improve your gaming experience and gameplay ... Note: Use the GUIDES button in the lower right corner to go back to this section. Although
this game is now eight years old, as is writing, community resources are vast and virtually endless. However, as it updates with new content, the community is still alive. And, people still have questions about game mechanics, quest elements, evolution, mines, events, ankh, and ask for guides and tips. We collected the most important frequently asked questions and tried to find the best answers to put
them in one place. The FAQ is as follows: Click the links below to go to the guide sections. Use the links in the lower-right corner to jump back. QUICK LINKS: Ragnarok Monsters is very popular and highly sought after simply because it is the highest monster level, the strongest for sure. Since they are the best, there are not many ways to obtain them. There's only two of them. One by combining 2
Immortal Monsters, which have been very powerful, so this is a big step. And the second is Monster Cores, which are not always available in-game. Somewhere along the way, the game is constantly updated, Gamevil added a new type of monsters, even more powerful than ragnarok, and they are Star Monsters. They came to the game with the addition of the Limited Shop and represent the cross
between normal monsters of higher levels and monsters in the tier. What makes Star Monsters strong is that apart from the standard primary property effect, it has a secondary effect, weak, but still significant. Star Monsters won through: Buying the Limited Shop Monster Core combines shopping for monster points since this game is almost a decade old, with many loyal fans and players already playing it
on multiple devices. So when they upgraded to a new smartphone, they had to transfer the data to a new phone. This is one of the most frequently asked questions, and it was not possible to transfer your account for a while. Fortunately, Gamevil responded to players' needs and later implemented this feature. It's not the smoothest transition, but it can be done. I'm saying this because you need to contact
them, or rather, the support team. All you need is the CS code found on your old phone, located on the Home Screen of the game. On the opening screen, tap i and a menu with CS code appears. Save it along with the alliance code, then visit the official website and contact customer service. Eggs can grow different monsters. The more you go through the game, the higher the level. So, it's a good idea to
save up your eggs and accumulate them just to open them up in the late game to maximize your yield. Ideally, you should do this at level 301. To open them, open them, open the Workshop tab, and then tap Egg. The equipment is primarily available for mission completion. This is an essential part of the gameplay and, like many other factors, can be improved by investing in Monster Materials. There are
many different types of equipment such as weapons, armor, charms, decorations, and other types of equipment. As mentioned earlier, Monster Combination is one of the few ways of acquiring the most powerful Monsters in-game. The result of a successful combination is determined, among other things, by the elements of the monsters used in the combination. In the absence of yield a monster of the
same level, but randomly the item. This is one of the main ways to acquire plus monsters and Immortal + monsters, which are produced by combining two Plus Monsters. There are various theories about how to combine very successfully ... To tell you the truth, you can use the lowest monster levels to try to get a wild chance to get a good one, but you can spend jewelry on this, which is not so profitable.
To tell you the truth, you need to invest big if you want to get good results. According to some community reports, not all servers offer this option. Be that as it may, most of them that are not, it's pretty easy to recover your account. Just go to the game's start screen, then go to the Workshop and scroll down until you see the Reset Account offer. It's free. Tap Buy, and then type Restore in the required box,
and then tap Ok. Go to the game's home screen Tap the Bolt Scroll down to find Your Account Restore offer Tap your Account Enter Reset in the required field Tap Ok Evolution is a process that requires sacrifice. You have to use two immortals for the process. One is the target of your evolutionary process, while the other immortal sacrifices himself to the to the materials. The discount will be available if
both immortals have the same item. To create a ragnarok monster of evolution, you will need two immortal star monsters, there are only limited shop. It's an expensive process, but unlike combining a regular monster, these evolutions will never fail. Leveling is reasonably fast in the first 100 or 150 levels. However, after that, it gets a little slow, especially in the limited energy and endurance pool. There are
certain tips to help. The first thing about Boxing Bag is if you have one. The second and best is to focus only on agricultural missions and focus on increasing stamina, so you might want to do a re-skill if necessary. Going clean stamina means more EXP, but you may need another re-skill later. On.
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